Spin-flip quenching in trion state mediated by optical phonons in a single quantum dot
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High degree of preservation of spin states mediated by optical phonons is demonstrated with a positive trion state in a single quantum dot. At the optical phonon resonance, suppression of spin relaxation is clearly identified as dip structures in photoluminescence excitation spectra under cross-circularly polarized detection with respect to a pumping. As a result, distinguishably high degree of circular polarization up to ~0.85 is achieved in the absence of external magnetic field, which is not the case for neutral excitons with finite fine structure splitting. The absence of continuum states plays a crucial role for this observation.

1 Introduction

With respect to strong demand for secure communication network, quantum key distribution (QKD) is attracting much more attention due to its highly secure nature \cite{1}. Since it is based on physical principles such as indivisibility and non-cloning of single photons instead of mathematical complexity, completely secure communication which is free from eavesdropping will be possible in principle. One of the most important protocols for implementing the QKD is BB84 \cite{2}. Since the BB84 is based on photon polarization states belonging to two non-orthogonal bases, generation of single photons from quantum dot (QD) with deterministic polarization state is prerequisite for coding. When the QD is taken as an on-demand “photon-state converter” from coherent state of excitation laser to single photon train in number state for the BB84, polarization fluctuation between emitting photons after each excitation events will strongly reduce the consequently available bit rate of quantum-optical devices since the specific photon polarization is filtered for the subsequent polarization modulation. Therefore, efficient polarization conversion between electron spin in a QD and emitted single photon is required, then the suppression of spin flip during whole processes including absorption, capture, relaxation, and radiative recombination is a crucial issue. In case of neutral exciton, long-range electron-hole exchange interaction stems from an anisotropic confinement potential \cite{3-5} will lead to a simultaneous spin flip of electron and hole \cite{6} and also to lift the exciton state degeneracy. Singly charged exciton (trion), on the other hand, is free from the exchange interaction due to the presence of spin-paired carriers. Hence the spin flip between trion ground states will be well suppressed during its lifetime. Furthermore, since the trion is a half spin system, its ground states are degenerated due to Kramer’s theorem in the absence of a magnetic field \cite{7,8}, and the trion couples to circular-polarized photons guaranteed by a selection rule \cite{9,10}. Therefore, the trion in a QD is quite promising for the efficient photon state converter, where its spin state formed by the circularly-polarized excitation in coherent state will be transferred into photons in number state with the incident polarization being preserved.

In this paper, single photon emission from a positive trion with high degree of circular polarization (DCP) is demonstrated without magnetic field. At the optical-phonon resonant excitation, suppression of spin relaxation is clearly identified as dip structures in photoluminescence excitation spectra detected by a cross-circular polarization. Resultant DCP amounts to ~0.85, which indicates that mutual polarization conversion from incident photon into sin-
ingle electron spin, and subsequent re-conversion into photon polarization in number state is realized with high efficiency.

2 Experimental

The In0.53Al0.47As QDs sample was grown on a semi-insulating (001)-GaAs substrate by molecular-beam epitaxy. The QDs were prepared in Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) growth mode on Al0.5Ga0.5As layers and were sandwiched with Al0.5Ga0.5As layers. The topmost surface was terminated with a GaAs cap layer. After the growth, the sample was etched into mesa structures with diameters of ~150 nm for isolating single QD from the dot ensemble with the density of around 5×10^{10} dots/cm^2.

In this work, two QDs (QD1 and QD2) were investigated. A continuous-wave Ti: sapphire laser was used as an excitation source. An objective lens with the numerical aperture (NA) of 0.42 focused the laser beam on one of the mesa structures and collected luminescence emitted from the mesas. Collected luminescence was dispersed by a 0.64-m triple monochromator and introduced to a liquid-nitrogen cooled Si charge-coupled-device detector. The PL polarization was analyzed in rectilinear (H, V) and/or circular (σ+, σ−) bases by a set of half/quarter-wave plate and a fixed Glan-Thomson linear polarizer in front of the monochromator, where σ+ (σ−) denotes the circular polarization with a helicity of +1 (−1). The overall system resolution was 4.5 μeV and all the measurements were done at 22K.

3 Results and discussion

PL spectrum from a QD1 is shown in Fig. 1(a). In this QD, neutral exciton (X^0) and neutral biexciton (XX^0) were dominant, which were assigned and confirmed by excitation power dependence and lifetime measurements [11]. When PL was measured without selecting polarization, both X^0 and XX^0 had a doublet structure with identical energy splitting of 110 μeV. By selecting a rectilinear basis, each emission lines were exclusively detected when the detection polarization matched to the in-plane crystalline axes as shown in Fig. 1(a). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 1(b), clear anti-correlated angle dependence between X^0 and XX^0 was observed, which exhibits the fine structure splitting (FSS) in neutral exciton states [12]. This resulted in hindering single photon emission with circular polarization, and this was also the case for QD2 as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. On the other hand, in the case of QD2, charged exciton (positive trion) X^+ could be selectively populated in a QD by intra-dot excitation [11] and the PL spectrum is displayed in Fig. 2(a).

Figure 2 (a) Single X^+ emission from a QD2 with an intra-dot excitation. (b) Polarization-dependent PL spectra under InAs LO phonon-resonant excitation. DCP amounts to ~0.85 for the X^+ emission without external magnetic field.

As expected, the X^+ emission showed no FSS, which indicates that two positive trion states with their total spin of ±1/2 are degenerated due to the absence of e-h interaction. This feature is quite favorable for preserving spin states. Figure 3 shows the polarization-selective PLE spectra measured with circular basis under σ+ excitation as a function of the excitation energy relative to the detected X^+ emission. Here the energy resolution of the excitation energy was about 50 μeV. The PLE spectrum measured with the σ+ detection (hereafter designated as σ+ PLE) was multiplied by 4.7 to clearly show the spectral difference to the σ− detection. The DCP defined by \((I^+-I^-)/(I^++I^-)\), where \(I^+ (I^-)\) denotes the PLE intensity measured in the σ^+ (σ^−) polarization, is also shown in Fig. 3. The multiplication factor of 4.7 given above for the σ^+ PLE corresponds to the average DCP of 0.65 measured under the non-resonant condition. Two peaks observed in the DCP almost agree with the energies of InAs LO (30.5 meV) and TO (27.4 meV) phonon resonances [13]. The comparison of the PLE spectra with the co-circular and
cross-circular polarized detections show that these DCP peaks originate from the reduction of the cross-polarized $\sigma^-$ detection near the LO and TO resonances. In general, the polarization-selective PLE spectra involve spin flips experienced both during and after energy relaxation processes to the X$^-$ state. The latter, i.e., spin flips between the two spin-degenerate X$^-$ ground states, is essentially considered to be independent of the excitation energy, hence the excitation-energy dependence of the polarization-selective PLE spectra predominantly reflects the spin-flips during the energy relaxation. Thus, the dip structures at the LO and TO phonon energies observed in the $\sigma^-$-PLE spectrum are the direct evidence of the suppressed spin-flips during the energy relaxation mediated by the optical phonons.

As a consequence of the efficient quenching of spin flip during the energy relaxation, distinguishably high DCP is achieved for the X$^-$ emission. Figure 2(b) exhibits striking difference between PL intensities detected with co-circular and cross-circular configuration under the InAs LO phonon resonant excitation. In this condition, the DCP is as high as 0.85 without external magnetic field. This indicates that the spin polarization is highly stabilized by the InAs LO phonon resonant excitation. It is worth mentioning that the observation of the dip structure in the $\sigma^-$-PLE was largely owes to the critical spectral separation from the continuum background transitions [14]. Actually, continuum tail states were found to be extended from the WL edge down to ~35 meV above the emission energy. (inset) Excitation energy dependence of the degree of circular polarization for X$^0$. In contrast to charged trion, photon emission with circular polarization no longer occurred due to the finite FSS in the X$^-$ states.

is then attributed to the onset of the continuum background transitions.

4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated highly efficient preservation of spin states mediated by optical phonons with a trion state in a single quantum dot. At the optical-phonon resonance, distinguishably high degree of circular polarization up to ~0.85 is achieved with a positive trion state in the absence of external magnetic field. This is not the case for neutral excitons with finite fine structure splitting. This indicates that the spin polarization is well stabilized by the InAs LO phonon resonant excitation.
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